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Abstract 
A 2.2 million Btuhr  unit prototype AFBC system was instzlled in 1995 at Cedzr Lane Farms, a 
commerci2.l nursery in Ohio. The AFBC is in operation and is heating hot warer for greenhouse 
tenperznie control. A team consisting of the Energy md Environmental Research Corporatjon, the Ohio 
Agriculr~ral Research and Development Cenier of Ohio Stare University and the Will-Bun Company 
de\?elopd this technology with funding suppon from the Ohio Coal Development Office a?d the U.S. 
Depinmenr of Energy. 

The system is fully automated with little opentor anention being required. Operating experience at Cedar 
L m c  F m  has s h o w  that only 2 hours per day of operator anention is required for rhe system. The 
sysiem includes flyashisorbent reinjection and underbed coalilimestone feed. These fearures provide for 
” good li~nestone utilizatjon; a CafS (in coal) ratio of 2.5 will mainrzin an SO, emissions level of 1.2 lb/106 
BN when burning high sulfur (3.2%) Ohio coal. A baghouse is used to control paniculate emissions. 
Based on the success of the protorype unit, a design has been recently completed for a commercial size 
1 0 ~ 1 0 ~  BN/hr unit. This environmentally acceptable and cost effective coal-fired AFBC system is 
targeted for industrial-commercial-instirutional space 2nd process heat applications in the 5 x 106 to 
lox lo6 €3- capacity range. Multiple AFBC units can be used to provide larger heat outputs. Potential 
cod-fired AFBC users include instjrutions {schools, hospirzls, prisons, government), light industry 
(agriculture, food processing), commercial users (shopping centers), and large residential users ( a p m e n t  
complexes) . 
Introduction 
CurrentIy, OS and gas are the fuels of choice for the space and process heat requirements of commercial 
and small industrial applications. This is because of the convenience and cleanliness offered by rhese 
fuels compared to coal. However, there are social and strategic pressures to provide technologies w7hjch 
will enhance the acceptability of coal for these applications. Commercial/small industrial boilers, i.e., 
those in the range of 1.5 to 10 million B t u h  size are large oil and gas users. For example, assuming 
a 50% capacity factor, these boilers consume about 3.5 X 10” Brdyear. It is estimated that if only 25 % 
of oil and gas-fired boilers in this size range were convened to coal, then coal consumption would be 
increased by some 35 miIlion tons/year, an amount in 1995 of around twice the State of Ohio’s annual 
coal production. Potential coal-fired AFBC users include instirutions (sc~ools,  hospitals, prisons, 
gotternmerit), light industry (agnculrure, food processing), commercial users (shopping centers), and large 
residential users (apamnent complexes). I n  
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Fluidized bed combustion offers several po~ential advantages over conventional coal combustion systems 
for small scale applications: 

Minimal Fuel Processing The combustion process is not overly sensitive to the physical 
characteristics of the coal feed. There is no need to pulverize the fuel. This greatly simplifies 
h e  design and operation of the fuel supply system. 

Low TemDerature Combusrion. The f luidizd bed operates at low temperatures. This ayoids 
problems such as clinker formation and sl2,ogjng uhich are major areas of concern with oiher coal 
fired systems. 

SO, Emission Conrrol. Limestone sorbent in the fluid bed reacts with SO, liberated during the 
combustion process to control SO, emissions. Emissions can be reduced in excess of 80 percent. 

L X  NO Emissions. Low ternpermre combusrion results in low NO, emissions compared IO many 
other coal fired sysrems. 

Process Description 
The host site for this 2.2 million Bruihr AFBC demonstration ua Cedar Lane Farms, Inc., a nurseT 
near Wooster, Ohio. Cedar Lane F m  grouslproduces roses, perennials, flowering hanging baskets, 
poned flowering plants, blooming arjmal 2nd vegetable f la~s.  pansy and primrose baskets 2nd poinsenias. 
The greenhouse area under glass and heated by Cedzr h e  Farins totals some 200,000 fr'. The AFBC 
provides heat IO a ponjon of this greenhouse 2rea. The AFBC ties into an existing hot water heating 
system, supplied from one coal-fired stoker md iwo n2rurd gas fired hot water heaters. 

The AFBC system installed at Cedar Lane F m  uses a iluid bed operating at 1500 to 1600"F, and at 
near atmospheric operating pressure, see the process flout diagram in Figure 1 and the equipment layout 
in Fi_me 2. Stoker coal (-2" X l h "  size) is unloaded using an existing belt conveyor that transpons the 
coal to an existing coal storage bin. This bin provides the coal feed to both the coal-fired stoker and the 
AFBC. From the coal srorage bin, the coal is auger& to a jaw crusher that crushes the coal to a minus 
?4"' size and the cod from the crusher feeds into a coal auger feed bin. For the protoqpe demonstration, 
coal feed rate is controlled automatidy to maintain the desired bed temperature, and recycle flue ps 
is automatically controlled to respond to the thermal load. Fresh air feed into the system is controlled 
IO maximize overall thermal effjciency and reduce NO, emissions. The feed bin coal is augured into a 
standpipe that feeds a rotary lock feeder. 

In parallel to the coal feed, hes tone  from a separate feed bin is also augured into the standpipe. From 
the rotary feeder, coal and limestone fall into a pneumaric transpon line. A fresh air blower provides the 
air transport media. Coal and limestone are blown through a transport line that passes through the 
combustor wind box and then up through the center of the air distribution grid plate, into the bonom of 
the fluid bed. Graded sand is used as the inert fluid bed media. Coal combustion and sulfur dioxide 
capnue take place in the fluid bed. The coal m e  is set to provide the e n e r a  release io maintain rhe fluid 
bed temperature and the 1imestone:coal ratio is set to yield the SO, capture desired. The coal feed rate 
is controlled automatically to maintain he desired bed temperature, and recycle flue gas is automatically 
controlled to respond to thermal load. Fresh air feed into rhe system is controlled to maximize overall 
thermal efficiency and to reduce NO, emissions. 
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The fluidized bed proper is designed with simplicity as the prime input, recognizing that small scale 
operators do not have the resources to maintain a large staff, with the diverse talents necessary, to operate 
and maintain a complex sysrem. The combustor is a cylindrical, refractory lined vessel with no heat 
transfer surfaces or pressure parts. The only maintenance that needs to be done on the combustor is 
relegated IO refractory and possible grid plate repair. 

The hor flue gas exits the combustor and flows through a mechanical collector where large panicles of 
coke 2nd limestone are remold and pneumatically recycled back into the fluid bed. Recycled flue gas 
is As0 used here as the t r a p o n  media. The purpose of this reinjecrion rechnique is to yield berrer 
czlciurn (limestone) utilization for SO, capture. Hot flue gu from the collector then enrers a waste heat 
recoveq hot water heater. The cooled flue gas from rhe hot water heater exits at 2 remperarure of 
approximately 300°F and enrers a bag house for paniculate removal. Paniculate is removed by an 
auromzrically acruated screw conveyor to a disposal bin. An induced draft fan on rhe exit uf the bag 
house provides the motive force 10 draw the flue gas from the combustor, maintaining a slight negative 
pressure at the combustor flue gas outlet. The induced drafi fan discharges into an atmospheric stack. 

A unjqwdesign feature of his fluidized bed combustor, is the use of flue gas recycle plus fresh air for 
feed throughput control. The flue gas recycle technique improves rhe overall rhenal  efficiency of this 
AFBC sysiem by some 3.5% to 5 % .  Funher, by controlling the mount  of fresh air being drawn into 
rhe system, the oxygen conlent at the exit of the fluid bed is controlled to maximize thermal efficiency 
and srill provide for good combustion condirions within h e  fluid bed. Flue gas from the bag house is 
recycled back to the windbox of the combustor for remperarure control and supply of combustion air. 
.4 controlled rate of fresh air is drawn into the sucrjon of the recycle blower and is then mixed with the 
recycled flue gas. The rate of fresh air is controlled to mainrain a set oxygen percentage in the flue gas 
exiting rhe fluid bed. The recycled flue gu-fresh air mix enters the windbox of the fluidized bed 
combustor and flows up &rough air distributor caps on the grid plate hat  suppons the inert sand bed, 
providing rhe proper veloci~y to fluidize the bed. 

Operations Assessment 
The operation of the AFBC has been very successful in meeting the cyclical heating demand loads of the 
greenhouse. Because there a.re no heat exchanger rubes in the bed proper, it can be banked for five to six 
hours during the day when the heating demand is low and resmed with no auxiliary fuel. It requires very 
little opentor attention; the system NN on automatic control and the only operator function normally 
required is to empty the flyash catch drum under the baghouse. Cedar Lane Farms (host site) intends to 
use the AF3C as a first on, last off bot water heater in lie3 of running its natural gas fired boiler. 

The CLF application requires that the AFBC meet the demand for hot water varied rhrou_ghout &e day. 
The AFBC control system is designed so &ax the unit will shutdown and start backup automatically. 
During &e spring months when rhe heat load is very cycljcal, on-off cycling could occur five or six times 
in a 24-hour period. A programmable logic control (PLC) system was installed to handle the sequential 
s w i n g ,  stopping and banking as well as the modulating the control of the AFBC when operating. The 
combustor will stay in a banked condition uitbout a need for fuel for some five to six hours, a fearure 
very important in meeting &e cyclical d e d  load for greenhouse heating and for that matter, other 
small indutrjal heating applications. 
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This pmicular AFBC uses a sand bed and has no internal heat transfer surfaces, and as a consequence 
there are no ashtalcium agglomerates formed in the bed. All of the ash and sorbent are blown from the 
combustor to a downstream baghouse. This feature reduces rhe risk of an operator being burned with 
hot ash and also reduces operating labor costs. 

Tt5fil-g 
The resring program included the measurement of sulfur and nitrogen oxides emissions and thermal 
efficiency. Over the resting periods, one coal and two limesrones uere tested in the combustor. The coal 
and limestones rested are shoun in Table 1. 

Table 1. Coal and Limestones Tested 

Wayne Mine, Ohio Coal and Ash .halpses: 

Cozl Delivered: Bituminous Coal, size 2" x 0" unwashed 
Coil Andyses(as recejsed): Ash Analyses: 

Uliimait Azalysis 
Com?onenr 
Cvboa 
Hydrosen 
Oxygen 
Xjvogcn 
Sulfur 
Moismrc 
Ash 

To*d 

W I  5 
71.15 

4 . g  
8.13 
1.24 
3.28 
5.68 
6.08 

103.00 
- 

Higher Hezring Value: 
XHV = 12,WBrulIb 

Calculaied WS mi0 of ash = 0.0: 
where, Ca = Ca i Ha2 i K2 

Coal Sulfur = 5.18 Lb SOJMM BTU 

Mzjo: 2nd Minor Elemens 2s Oxides: 
Cornpnent 
sio, 
TiO: 
Ft-03 
CaO 
MgO 
K2,O 
K:O 
p:05 
S;o 
320 
MnO? 
Ohci 
T a d  

A1203 

Wl 5 
41.16 - 24.26 
1.08 
26.95 
2.00 
0.82 
0.15 
1.80 
0.28 
0.06 
0.00 
0.13 
0.36 

100.00 
- 

Limestone: 
National Lime and Stone Limestone - 80 UT'% CaCO, Calcitic Limestone 
Ohio Lime Company - 54.5 w% CaCO, Dolomitic Limestone 

Sulfur Dioxide Caimre 
The Ohio cod being fired during the testing of the Cedar Lane Farms system had a sulfur content of 3 
UT% and a higher heating value of 12,650 B d l b  which translates to 4.74 lb SO,/MM BN. Not 
unexpectedly, the best temperature for sulfur dioxide caprure when using dolomitic limestone as a sorbent 
appears to be in rhe range of 1500 to 1550°F (see Figure 3). 

Sulfur dioxide caprure with a dolomitic limestone addition to yield a CdS ratio of 2.5 to the fluid bed 
yielded flue gas emission rates as low as 0.98 Ib of SO, per million BN of coal fired, see Figure 4. The 
data indicates that the regulated emission requirement of 1.2 Ib of S0.J106 BN of coal fired can be met 
wirh a dolomitic limestone rate to yield a CdS ratio of -2.0. The calcitic limestone performed bener 
than dolomitic limestone, with sulfur dioxide capture at a CdS ratio of 2.5 yielding flue gas emission 
rates as low as 0.44 Ib of SO, per million BN of coal fired. 
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Thermal Efficiency 
The thermal efficiency of hot water out to he1 in for the various mn periods examined ranged from 43 5% 
10 75%. Theoretjcally, with better oxygen control in the system, the overall thermal efficiency should 
approach 85%. For some of tbe mns there was a buildup of sorbent/flpash in the boiler which could 
account for the low eficjency. The design for a 10 million Btuhr commercial unit has separate air and 
flue g2s recycle blowers that will provide for h e  oxygen conrrol required to yield h e  higher thermal 
efficiency level. 

- NO, Reducrion 
Generdly the NOx emissions were lower rhm that obsenied during pjlot plant operation, ranging from 
0.41 to 1.07 lb NOxiMM Btu. In Figure 5, a correlation beween carbon monoxide in rhe flue gas and 
NOx emissions is shown. The trend, like the pilot plant operatio..ls), shows NOx emissions reducing wirh 
increved CO levels. During rhe use of rhe dolomjric lirnesrone, rhe levels of NOx were lower when 
feeding limestone at the higher rate IO achiet7e a CdS rx jo  of 2.5.  It appears rhat rhe limesrone may be 
capruring some NOx as czlcium nitrate. 

Economics 
The prororype unit at rhe Cedar Lzne Farms ficiliry is nor zn eccxmic size that could compere with the 
firing of natural gas in a package hot water heater or boiltr; however, based on rhe current cost 
differenrid between coal and natural gas. HoKever, ujLF1 a four-fold increase in size rhe AFBC does Stan 
being comperirive with narural gas fired hearen/boilers. This is due IO the capiral COSI economy of scale. 
At l q e r  sizes than a four-fold increase over pilot p l a t  sale .  the AFBC becomes even more cost 
comperitive. The design sczleup considerations for lirger commrcial AFBC units are as follows: 

b 

The outside diameter of the combusror proper, will be limited bved  on over-the-road 
travel clearance considerations. For eronomic reasons, ir is desirable IO shop fabricate 
rather than field fabricate the combusror. 

. .  
For larse Units, multiple coal-limestone feed pointt may be desirabIe. However, mulriple 
units of the auger system that is to be resred could be used IO satisfy this need. 

Combustiodrecycle gas distribution through grid plate distributors has been proved for 
large fluidized bed combustors. This is not considered a problem for scale-up. 

The rest of the system, waste heat recovery), baghouse, blowers, and pumps are Units that 
are commercially available in both small and large sizes. 

The controls to be used are applicable, no maner h e  size of the system. 

Capiral and operating costs were developed to compare h e  cost of producing hot water using a natural 
gas fired boiler wirh that for producing hot warer with an AFBC sysrem. The capital cost for an identical 
size hot water heater as that used for the AFBC system (7.84 million Btu/hr of hot water produced with 
9.8 million Brdhr of fuel consumed) was developed for the nanml gas system. The total installed cost 
was esrimated at $206,163. This compares to the 5568,000 required for the AFBC sysrem. Based on 
coal being purchased at $3O/ton ($1.18/million Bm) and natural gas at $4.50, whereas the capital cost 
for the AFBC system is some 2% rimes that of the narural gas fired system, rhe AFBC system because 
of the lower fuel cost will produce hot water at some S2.00/million BN less than that for a naturd gas. 
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When evaluating the economjcs for a specific AFBC system application, two factors are very imponant, 
the price differential berween coal and gas or oil, and the onstream capacity factor for the heating system. 
The AFBC system will be more economically competitive with higher price differentials and higher 
capacity factors. A cost comparison based on 250 day per year operation for natural gas and the coal- 
fired AFBC was made based on varying natural gas cost. In F i p r e  6, rhe comparison is shown. It can 
be seen that when using a purchased coal price of S1.18MM Btu that the AFBC unit is cost competitive 
with ~ t ~ r a l  gas when the cost of gas is S2.85MM Bru or greater. Most small consumers will probably 
be paying between S3.50 to S5.00/million BN for n2tur;l p, so the AFBC 21 the 10 million Btuhr size 
should be the economical choice for new heating system. 

Markets 
The coal industry in all states that have high sulfur cod resen:es, has seen a dramatic drop in coal 
consumption because of the ever increzsing environment~l constrzints imposed on rhe industries burning 
rhese coals. This negative impact has been very drmaric in rhe industrial /commercial marketplace. For 
instance, according to &e 1991 Srare Energy Dzta Repon, from 1960 IO 1991 , annual coal use in Ohio 
by commercial and industrial entities dropped from 27,730 ION in 1960 to 8,822 tons in 1991, a 68% 
decrease. Te reverse this trend and place coal once zgzin z she fuel of choice, low cost environmentally 
acceptable technologies must be developed. 

The AFBC system currently under is one system that h u  she potential to reverse this trend toward ever 
increving use of natural gas at h e  expense of the coal industry. The AFBC is of simple design and easy 
to operate that lends itself to modular construction, allowing for lower cost shop fabrication as opposed 
to field fabrication. This AFBC system can process mn of mine coal of any ash, moisture or sulfur 
content. It is amenable for use with all types of coal. It uses low cost limestone a a sorbent to meet 
the re-eulatory limits on SO1 emissions. Whereas for cod-fired units under 100 MM Btuhr rhere are no 
Federal limits for NO, emissions, the AFBC incorporales a flue gu recycle technique which not only can 
be used IO reduce NO, einissions, but also increases the overall thermal efficiency of the system. 

The successful development and widespread implemenntion of rhis system, could well S t a n  to reverse 
the trend of k r e a s i n g  coal use by the commercial, industrial, and institutional market sectors. With the 
widespread use of this techno lo^, other benefits will ,?rise in the form of increased business revenues 
from the sale of indigenous limestone, the reduction in fuel costs for the end user which will make its 
products more cost competitive, and the development of a new technology that will be fabricated and 
marketed in the Unired States. 

In addition to the use of the AFBC for production of hot water and steam; EER is e\duating its use for 
co-generating electrical power. The team has developed a power generation design based on the use of 
a hot air Brayton cycle which can yield 20-25% thennal efficiency (fuel in to electric power out). This 
compares with small scale steam Rankine cycles with effjciencies of 10 to 12%. When including waste 
heat recovery for heating use, the overall system thermal efficiency of an electric.power/districr heating 
system increases to 50 to 55% efficiency. Tbe coal-fired AFBC Brayon cycle wjll be cost competirive 
with diesel fired elecuical generators. Under an agreement benveen EER and the Will-Burt Company, 
Will-Burt will fabricate the AFBC systems and market the technology. Will-Bun is currently marketing 
and fabricating small s a l e  coal fired stokers for industrial, commercial, and institutional use. The AFBC 
sysrem will be added to its market line as a replacement for the stoker technology for those size units 
which must meet SO2 emission limits. 
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